Bilayer and multilayer islands sometimes form in the initial stages of heteroepitaxy even for adsorbates with low surface energies like Ag and Pb where the driving force for three-dimensional Volmer-Weber growth is often low. Different scenarios may underlie this behavior. In some metal heteroepitaxial films, electron confinement can produce quantum well states which in turn lead to a height dependence of the surface energy. This can induce novel flat multilayer island or mesa morphologies with selected heights corresponding to lower surface energies [1] . Such quantum size effects or QSE have been observed for Ag on GaAs(110) [2] , Si(111) [3] , Fe(100) [4] , and fivefold i-AlPdMn [5] , and for Pb on Si(111) [6] and Cu(111) [7] . In other systems, bilayer rather than monolayer islands form, e.g., Co on Au(111) and Cu(111) [8] , Fe on Cu 3 Au100 [9] , and Ag on NiAl(110) [10] . Sometimes QSE, but often other factors such as strain, exchange diffusion, and more complex cooperative many-particle processes, are proposed to play a role.
For these systems, there is generally limited understanding of the kinetics of multilayer or even bilayer island growth, a process which inevitably involves upward mass transport of adatoms. Mass transport of Pb on Si(111) [6] and Cu(111) [7] is remarkably efficient, multiple height quantum islands readily forming at low temperatures (T). Tailored experiments have elucidated some aspects of the kinetics of island formation for Pb=Si111, but comprehensive analysis is difficult in this complex system. For films involving other metals, transport is often less efficient, and one expects the formation of bilayer or multilayer islands to be kinetically limited. This is the case for Ag on Fe(100) [4] and Co on Cu(111) [8] where steps on the substrate are required to facilitate bilayer island formation. Only a heuristic picture is available here for the kinetics.
In this Letter, we first present scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) data quantifying aspects of the homogeneous nucleation and growth of bilayer Ag(110) islands on NiAl(110) for deposition of Ag at 127 K and above. Previously, we have presented experimental and theoretical evidence that the preference for bilayer islands in this system is due to QSE [10] . An almost perfect match between the lateral surface unit cells for NiAl(110) and Ag(110) precludes strain effects due to lateral mismatch [11] as a driving force for the deviation from monolayer island growth. Our subsequent goal is to provide realistic atomistic modeling of the kinetics of lateral-strain-free facile bilayer island formation, particularly in the lower range of T, where one might expect that upward mass transport would be strongly inhibited. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations for supported Ag films provide adatom absorption energies (which reflect QSE promoting bilayer island formation) and interaction energies, as well as key diffusion barriers. These energies serve as input to atomistic lattice-gas modeling which shows that facile bilayer island growth is aided by a strong anisotropy in adatom interactions.
Experimental details of the NiAl(110) sample preparation procedures, the UHV chamber and STM, and the Ag deposition procedure are described elsewhere [10] . Refined sample preparation now achieves terraces up to 500 nm width. Our DFT analysis is performed using the plane-wave based VASP package [12] within the generalized-gradient approximation using the projector augmented-wave approach and the PBE functional [13] . Diffusion paths and barriers are determined via the cNEB method [14] .
To study island formation, we deposit 0:2 bilayers (BL) or 0:4 monolayers of Ag between 127 and 300 K at a flux of F 3 10 ÿ3 BL=s. Rectangular islands are formed at all T with a height of 0.32 nm. Previously, we have shown that this height is topographic, not electronic [10] . Comparison of this measured height with bulk interplanar spacings and with DFT analyses showed that the
step height is consistent with a Ag(110) bilayer structure [10] . STM images of island distributions are shown in Fig. 1 . The variation of island density, N isl , with T (see Table I ) is described for lower T by N isl / expE with k B T ÿ1 and an Arrhenius energy of E 0:08-0:09 eV. Additional analysis of the flux-dependence of N isl at 130 K indicates an increase by a factor of 1.8 when F is increased by a factor of 8.5 corresponding to the scaling N isl / F with 0:27, somewhat below 1=3. This is consistent with effectively irreversible island formation (i.e., critical size i 1) for near-isotropic terrace diffusion [15, 16] . Then, a corresponding rate-equation analysis [15, 16] of the Arrhenius behavior implies a diffusion barrier for Ag on NiAl(110) of E d 3E 0:24-0:27 eV. As a consistency check, we note that simulation of a model for irreversible formation of compact islands with isotropic diffusion [16] using E d 0:25 eV, a prefactor of 10 13 =s and the experimental F yields N isl 1:56 10 ÿ3 =site at 150 K, matching well 1:49 0:1 10 ÿ3 =site from experiment.
Independent characterization of terrace diffusion is provided by DFT. The minimum energy diffusion path and associated potential energy (obtained from cNEB method using a 2 3 supercell and 4 4 1 k points on a 4-layer NiAl(110) slab with the bottom layer fixed) is shown in Fig. 2(a) : Ag moves from the preferred Ni (short) bridge binding site, A, over a saddle point, S, to a shallow local minimum, E, at a three-fold Ni-Al-Al site. It can then proceed to the Ni (short) bridge site B directly above A (in the y direction), or pass through the Al (short) bridge site F and another threefold Ni-Al-Al site G to the Ni (short) bridge sites C and D in the adjacent row (in the x direction). Clearly, the activation barrier of E d 0:27 eV from DFT is the same for diffusion in either the x or y direction. Thus, diffusion is isotropic except for some direction dependence in the prefactor. This DFT estimate of E d is also entirely consistent with the above experimental estimate.
Comprehensive description of all diffusion processes contributing to bilayer island formation is more challenging. In addition to terrace diffusion, these include edge diffusion, attachment detachment, and interlayer diffusion processes for Ag at Ag(110) island edges on NiAl(110). See Fig. 2(b) . First, we apply DFT (using a 3 4 supercell) to determine edge diffusion barriers, as these processes control island shape equilibration. Diffusion along straight edges in the y direction is facile with a barrier of E ey 0:13 eV (the minimum energy path deflects inwards toward the edge of the island increasing Ag-Ag interactions, and thus reducing the energy near the transition state). Diffusion of Ag along straight edges in the x direction is not as facile, with a higher barrier of E ex 0:29 eV. PRL
Specification of other barriers must be consistent with detailed balance and will thus reflect Ag adatom interactions. Comparison of the binding energy of an isolated nearest-neighbor (NN) Ag dimer and two separated Ag atoms using a 3 4 supercell yields estimates of E by 0:087 eV (E bx 0:016 eV) for the strong (weak) attraction between Ag on NN Ni bridge sites separated in the x (y) direction by 0.29 nm (0.41 nm). Analysis for Ag on NiAl(110) using larger unit cells and more k points yields similar results, but some uncertainty remains. We have performed additional analysis, comparing the energy for a 1 1 and 1 2 Ag overlayers, the latter with rows in the x direction. The energy difference per Ag atom, E, corresponds to E by . Results show significant variations with NiAl(110) slab thickness and with the number of k points. The extrapolated E is 0.14 -0.15 eV. Thus, we conclude that E by is at least 0.09 eV, and E bx could also exceed 0.016 eV [17] . As an aside, a strong anisotropy in the interactions also occurs for fcc(110) homoepitaxial systems; e.g., our DFT analysis reveals NN in-channel (cross-channel) interactions of 0.15 eV (0.02 eV) for Ag=Ag110. In the following, E init b 0 will denote the total lateral interaction energy before hopping. While many-body interactions exist to some extent, below we just account for NN interactions.
In our general prescription of intralayer hopping, we distinguish edge hops (for which the Ag adatom has an NN edge atom both before and after hopping) from other hops. Then, for edge hopping in the y (x) direction, the barrier is given by E edge E eyx E init b ÿ E bxy , which recovers the barriers E eyx for diffusion along straight edges where E init b E bxy . For all nonedge hops, one sets E act E d E init b , so the barrier for all attachment processes is E attach E d (since E init b 0). Note that detachment from y edges is facile with a barrier of E act E d E bx only slightly above E d due to weak interactions E bx . The same low barrier applies for corner rounding from y to x edges which occurs via detachment and then reattachment, facilitating formation of compact islands. We emphasize that the kink detachment is also facile, its barrier of E kink E d E by E bx only slightly exceeding that for dissociation of the most stable dimers (aligned in the y direction) of E diss E d E by . This contrasts isotropic systems where kink detachment requires breaking of multiple ''strong bonds. '' For upward hopping to the top of 1st layer islands from their edges, a process essential for bilayer island formation, we assign a barrier of E up E d E init b , where accounts for a possible additional step climbing barrier. Thus, one has facile upward transport at straight y edges with barrier E up E d E bx barely exceeding E d (assuming small ) due to weak interactions in the x direction. This feature is also found for fcc(110) homoepitaxy [18] . For downward transport, detailed-balance considerations impose a barrier of
0:047 eV (from DFT) is the excess adsorption energy for Ag in the second layer relative to the first layer. E a > 0 increases the barrier for downward hopping and provides a driving force for bilayer island growth. DFT also shows adsorption in the 3rd layer is 0.10 eV weaker than in the 2nd layer, thus strongly inhibiting formation of the 3rd layer.
Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations were performed for our atomistic lattice-gas model of film growth on a substrate represented by a rectangular lattice of adsorption sites. The model includes deposition at the experimental rate and all the above hopping processes with barriers as specified and a common prefactor of 10 13 =s. For simplicity, we treat 2nd layer sites as directly above 1st layer sites rather than in their true fcc locations, as this will not significantly impact the lateral island shapes or the degree of bilayer formation. We also preclude formation of the 3rd layer for reasons indicated above. Diffusion processes in the 2nd layer are treated by the same formulation used for the 1st layer. The most significant 2nd layer energetic parameters should be the adatom binding energies as these would impact the thermodynamic driving force for bilayer island formation. DFT indicates a strong bond of E by 0:18 eV, significantly stronger than in the 1st layer, so we use this value, but equate other 1st and 2nd layer parameters.
One other factor relevant for comparison with experiment is that STM images are acquired roughly 10 min after completion of deposition. In this post-deposition regime, there is a driving force for islands which have only partial occupation of the 2nd layer to evolve towards nearcomplete bilayer islands. Indeed, such postdeposition restructuring is facile (at least for small ) since its effective barrier, E kink , is low again due to the anisotropic interactions in this system. Thus, our simulations are run 10 min beyond deposition to determine the true observed island structure. Figure 3 (a) shows simulation results for film growth at 140 K depositing 0.2 BL of Ag using values of parameters indicated above except for increasing E bx to 0.036 eV (see below), and setting 0. Results reveal near-complete bilayer island formation even during deposition. Island shapes match experiment (also shown). If one just slightly increases the value of the strong bond to E by 0:12 eV, then only partial bilayer islands form at the end of deposition, but restructuring to complete bilayer islands still occurs in the next 10 min. If the strong bond is further increased to E by 0:14 eV, then complete bilayer islands are not formed even after 10 min. In a complementary set of simulations, we retain E by 0:09 eV but introduce nonzero step climbing barrier > 0. Only partial bilayer islands occur at the end of deposition for 0:02 eV, but complete bilayer islands still form within 10 min, provided that 0:04 eV. Increasing either E by or boosts the barrier for upward mass transport.
Formation of bilayer islands at 140 K (or below) might seem to contradict the perception that aggregating atoms are trapped irreversibly at island edges for i 1. However, i 1 means only that the rate of aggregation of adatoms with islands, h agg F=N isl 2:8=s in the steady-state regime, exceeds the rate of dissociation of the most stable dimers, h diss expÿE d E by 1:7=s [16] . In isotropic systems, kink escape requires breaking of 2 or more strong bonds, so its rate h kink is far lower than h diss ; i.e., this process is effectively inoperative. But for Ag=NiAl110, one has that h kink expÿE d E by E bx 0:1=s is still significant (as E bx is small) allowing escape from kinks on the time scale of deposition, so that such atoms can ascend to the 2nd layer. It is instructive to note that increasing E bx to equal E by in our simulation model, one finds negligible bilayer island formation, presumably since kink adatoms are trapped in the 1st layer (and of course island shapes are now isotropic reflecting the isotropic interactions).
In the above simulations with E byx 0:09 (0.036) eV, the rectangular island shapes reasonably match experiment, a feature not achieved with the lower DFT value of E bx where the islands are too elongated. This should be expected since the equilibrium island shape is rectangular with an aspect ratio of E by = 2 p E bx . We do however note that island shapes observed in experiment and simulation are growth shapes, i.e., not fully equilibrated shapes. This is most readily demonstrated by deposition studies at low T ( 130 K) mentioned above where one varies the flux, F. In both experiment and simulation, one finds more irregular, less rectangular shapes upon increasing the flux by an order of magnitude. See Fig. 3(b) .
In summary, we have presented realistic atomistic modeling that provides a detailed characterization of and insight into the kinetics of facile Ag bilayer island formation on NiAl(110) observed by STM at low T. While many other systems exhibit bilayer or multilayer quantum islands, such an atomistic level description has been lacking. Facilitation of growth and relaxation kinetics via strong anisotropy in bonding for Ag=NiAl110 should apply to other anisotropic heteroepitaxial systems. This extends an appreciation of novel behavior deriving from anisotropic interactions from previous observations for homoepitaxial systems [18, 19] .
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